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The tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil are the keys to
further confirm the account of Ahdahm’s two wives.
The first mention of trees in the earth is in Beresheeth 1:11-12. We are told that
each tree brought forth its own kind of fruit. In Beerhseeth 1:29 we see a
restatement that these trees will be for fruit. All tress are permissible to Ahdahm
and to Lileth and later to Eve within the Garden. From these 2 trees we will soon
see a clear confirmation of Ahdahm's two wives over and above the evidence from
Scripture that we presented in part one from the Hebrew!
In Beresheeth 2:8-9 we see that YHWH planted a Garden with all kinds of trees for
food! But we see that there were two trees in particular that were not for food
alone but for the testing of mankind’s obedience. These trees do not exist until
shortly before Chava is taken from Ahdahm’s rib. We can safely assume that when
YHWH made Adam male and female from the DUST on the same DAY 6 of
creation, that the Garden did not yet contain these two trees. Their very existence
here in the text indicates a novum, or new placement of them.
This planting is described AFTER SHABBAT and just prior to Chavah being formed
from the rib most like on day one Yom Rishon of the second week. Again there was
no need for these trees before Lileth’s exit from the center of the Garden, in what
would become Jerusalem, to its outer boundaries where she hid from Adam
through rebellion and from where she eventually exited to Bozrah in the land of
Edom which became Babylon. The tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil were planted there by YHWH. Why were these trees there in the
first place?
Before we answer that, in the Hebrew of Beresheeth 2: 21-25 in verse 23 we find
the Hebrew literal confirmation of Chavah being the second wife. The Hebrew
reads:

Vayomer HaAdahm-ZOAT HA-PAAM OR THIS TIME-bone of my bone and flesh of
my flesh, etzeem me atzme, ubasar mebsaree, bone from my bone and flesh from
my flesh LEZOT YIQRA ISHA, ki me ish lekacha zot.
So to this one I will call wife because from man was this one taken.
Now we see the term word ZOAT HA-PAHM, meaning this time, or this is the time.
In order for there to be a this time, there had to be another, or a different time!
Additionally, the occurrence of the word ZOAT, or Le-zot to this one, THREE
DIFFERENT TIMES, indicates another one-woman, who was not called isha-wife
and was not taken from his bone and his flesh and was not presented to Adam at
another previous time, but was at THIS TIME, making this time the time!!
It was at this other time when Ahdahm-zachor male Adam and Adham-nekevah
female Adam were both made from DUST on day 6 of creation. Nothing, repeat
there is nothing clearer in the Hebrew, which sadly is hidden in all translations!
Now the original Adam-male and Adam-female needed no testing for nothing had
occurred concerning evil prior to them. Therefore there was no need of the trees
of the knowledge of good and evil and the tree of life.
Right before YHWH makes Chavah as an EZER-KENEGDOH, a HELPER who will also
be against him, (this is somewhat prophetic, seeing her dual role after the fall into
sin as both a helper and occasional adversary) his last act is a warning to Adam
that goes like this:
2:16 And vuvh Elohim commanded the man, saying, Of every eytz of Gan Ayden
you may freely eat: 17 But of the eytz of the da’at of tov and evil, you shall not eat
of it: for in the day that you eat from it you shall surely die.
Now for many years most of you have wondered why on earth was there a
serpent in the Garden to begin with? And why were there these two trees? And
why put a ban on the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and not the other
trees? These questions are valid and excellent and yet cannot be answered
without knowledge of the Ahdam-nekavah, female-Adam, that rebelled against
patriarchal order. This first Ahadm-nekevah, female-Adam, holds the answer to all
these troubling questions.

We will now see that without Adam having a first female, the Garden would be
true perfection and the events of chapter three COULD NOT HAVE OCCURRED!
It is true that Eve misquotes YHWH, as YHWH said nothing about not touching the
tree in Genesis 3:3. But that is not the issue as most bible commentators insist that
it is.
In Beresheeth 3:1 we are introduced to the serpent (not snake) s.a.tan. How did he
get lawful entry into the Garden? Eden was a state and place of perfection was it
not?
Answer he entered lawfully through the rebellion of Adam’s first woman-never to
be a submitted wife, and thus through the woman, the Adam-Nekevah, s.a.tan
brought in his evil into the Garden that YHWH had planted. Genesis 3:1 alone is a
witness to s.a.tan being given lawful entry to even be there in the first place.
Remember the Garden of Eden is a secluded place of perfection void of evil. Some
event other than YHWH Himself opened the door for the devil to be present!
In Genesis 3:1-6 we see s.a.tan lying to them by telling them they will not die at all,
if they eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. He tells them that the
only thing that will happen is that they will have the knowledge of YHWH and be
like YHWH. Now is this true? Yes and no. They would never be YHWH, or like
YHWH. BUT their eyes would be open to something very evil!!! What was that
something? The answer holds the key to the entire Garden account. Genesis 3:5 is
the true part of the lie. The lie was ‘you will not die physically and spiritually.’ The
truth was that if you disobey the first and only Garden commandment, you will
know good and EVIL and your eyes will be open. Open to what? I thought the
Garden of Eden was a state of perpetual paradise and good. No evil at all. What
exactly did Adam and Eve not know, or did they need to know? That’s right! That
evil had in fact been legally allowed to enter the Garden through Lileth, Adam’s
first wife to be and that she had rebelled against Adam and His head YHWH
Himself. Once evil was banished out of the Garden as the original woman chose to
flee, Adam was put to sleep and was given a protection, or amnesia if you will to
move forward and forget the rebellion of the one intended to be his first wife and
was once considered an Adam nekavah-female-nekavah. The sleep was not merely
to take Eve from his side, but to remove the memory of the evil that had occurred
previously in the Garden! Adam and Eve was never to even know about this

incident of evil that entered the Garden, as YHWH wanted them to remain in a
state of complete innocence regarding these prior events.
The overriding point here being that the reason the tree of the knowlegde of good
and evil was there in the first place, along with the tree of life, was to shield Adam
and Eve from the events of the past. They were there so that they could choose
life and live and not even follow evil, let alone the evil ways of Lileth. All these
things are the strongest of indications that something had gone terribly wrong IN
THE GARDEN before Adam was put to sleep and before Eve even was taken from
Adam THIS TIME. Remember the wording of Genesis 2:23. THIS ONE, AND THIS
TIME, giving clear indication of ANOTHER ONE AT ANOTHER TIME, which was the
very incident and event that was labeled EVIL. It was that SPECIFIC EVENT that
Adam and Eve were being shielded from and did not need to know anything about.
Somehow s.a.tan got to Lileth-the mother of darkness and then later following the
same method would come at Eve the mother of all living.
This is why there was an evil in the Garden that YHWH wanted then shielded from.
The trees had to be there so Adam and Eve would pass the tests of obedience that
the first Adam-nekavah had failed! Once s.a.tan had deceived Eve, they both ate
and nakedness and sex became an issue to be hidden and not a beautiful thing to
be enjoyed, along with them withdrawing from Yahuwah’s presence.
In Genesis 3:11-12 we see that Adam and Eve after running away from YHWH,
admit and confess to eating of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. In
Geneses 3:16, Eve is warned to obey Adam and not rule over him like the evil
woman before her. She is to ALLOW Adam to lead her! Both become cursed as we
well, for eating of the knowledge of a previous evil chapter, so that their eyes
were open to the prior events of the Garden. Remember that lawfully had there
not been a Lileth, s.a.tan the serpent would have no legal right to be in a state of
guarded protection and perfection and there would have been no need to
protect Adam and Eve from the knowledge of any kind of evil. The very fact that
this tree was allowed to be there and the devil himself was allowed to be there,
something we have all wondered about, is PROOF POSITIVE, along with the
original Hebrew, that there was indeed an evil incident, or series of incidents
between Adam and Lileth and ultimately and subsequently between mankind
and YHWH.

Only with this understanding can we finally answer these troubling questions we
have held all these years! Genesis 3:17 shows us that as men, we must follow the
leading of Yahushua’s Ruach/Comforter not the voice of our wives. We are to
respect their voices and take it into consideration, if and only when it does not
violate the confirming voice and Word of YHWH.
In Genesis 3:22 we see that Adam and Eve now know both the good and the bad
of the Garden of Eden. They never became YHWH as s.a.tan had lied about, but
had attained the knowledge of YHWH about the prior events that took place in
the Garden! (In verse 22 by the way, we see another clear reference to the
plurality of powers in the Echad.) As such, they cannot live forever in this fallen
state and are thus banished and their end was the same as Lileth, for they had
succumbed to the serpent just as she had! According to Genies 3:24 the heavenly
malachim-angels guard the way back to Paradise, so that no man, or woman can
restore eternal life, both spiritual and physical, on their own without Yahushua the
only Redeemer and chosen Savior of mankind.
No student of the Hebrew can argue with this view nor can produce any answers
to the questions raised such as why on earth was there a serpent in the Garden
to begin with? And why were there these two trees planted by Yahuwah at the
Garden’s center? And why put a ban on the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil and not the other trees?
Since we now understand what the tree of the knowledge of good and evil was, it
should be even clearer that the Tree of Life was the abundant life of eternality that
was theirs through obedience, without any prior knowledge of the rebellion of
Lileth and a life that would know no corruption. The Tree if Life would find its
ultimate expression in both the written Torah given for life and the living Torah
Yahushua, YHWH’s only brought forth Son, given for the life of the world!

